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ABSTRACT
In light of the increasing ubiquity of end-to-end encryption and
the use of technologies such as Tor and VPNs, analyzing commu-
nications metadata—traffic analysis—is a last resort for network
adversaries. Traffic analysis attacks are more effective thanks to im-
provements in deep learning, raising the importance of deploying
defenses. This paper introduces Maybenot, a framework for traffic
analysis defenses. Maybenot is an evolution and generalization
of the Tor Circuit Padding Framework by Perry and Kadianakis,
designed to support a wide range of protocols and use cases. De-
fenses are probabilistic state machines that trigger padding and
blocking actions based on events. A lightweight simulator enables
rapid development and testing of defenses. In addition to describing
the Maybenot framework, machines, and simulator, we implement
and thoroughly evaluate the state-of-the-art website fingerprinting
defenses FRONT and RegulaTor as Maybenot machines. Our eval-
uation identifies challenges associated with state machine-based
frameworks as well as possible enhancements that will further im-
prove Maybenot’s support for effective defenses moving forward.

CCS CONCEPTS
• Security and privacy→ Privacy-preserving protocols; • Net-
works → Network privacy and anonymity.
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1 INTRODUCTION
End-to-end encryption is now prevalent after decades of effort, with
protocols such as QUIC [35], HTTP/3 [8], TLS 1.3 [63], DoH [31],
DoQ [34], MLS [6], and others defaulting to encryption. Concur-
rently, there is growing acceptance of technologies that make end-
users and their IP addresses unlinkable under different threat mod-
els, such as Tor [18], VPNs [3, 19, 62], and Apple’s iCloud Private
Relay [5, 53]. These trends make it more difficult for network opera-
tors to detect and block harmful traffic and for attackers to identify
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and target individual users. The final frontier is traffic analysis:
inferences based on metadata of encrypted traffic.

Although there has been significant research on traffic analysis
attacks [15, 41, 46, 67, 77], few defenses are deployed on the Internet
today. Most existing defenses have been designed for technologies
striving for user and IP address unlinkability, like Tor. However,
they are modest regarding the overhead they generate, limiting
their effectiveness against many attacks [56]. Current protocol
standards do incorporate essential building blocks and acknowledge
their potential use in defending against traffic analysis, such as
the support for the PADDING frame in QUIC [35, §21.14] and the
contemplation of traffic analysis in TLS 1.3 [63, §3]. However, they
do not mandate any specific defenses or use.

Several factors contribute to the scarcity of deployed traffic anal-
ysis defenses. Firstly, the substantial negative performance impact
of strong defenses due to padding and increased latency raises
significant usability concerns [18, 56]. Given the steep costs, the
advantages must be evident: unfortunately, the community is far
from in agreement [14, 39, 52, 54, 75]. The landscape of traffic anal-
ysis attacks and defenses, driven by advancements in deep learning
and artificial intelligence, is changing rapidly, exacerbating this
issue [45]. Finally, it is critical to understand that achieving broad
adoption of end-to-end encryption took decades. Data or payload
leakage often seems more threatening than metadata, especially
when robust encryption is missing. However, thanks to the increas-
ing deployment of encryption, the public discourse is changing [1].

This paper presents Maybenot, a work in progress on a frame-
work for traffic analysis defenses. Maybenot gets its name and logo
from its purpose: to shed doubt on an attacker’s ability to draw
conclusions from traffic analysis of a protocol’s encrypted network
traffic. The logo of Maybenot is the thinking face emoji (Unicode
U+1F914). Maybenot is, by design, easy to integrate into existing
protocols with the goal of being simple yet expressive enough to
realize a wide range of traffic analysis defenses.

In the same vein as related work [23, 55, 56, 70], we think in-
tegrating a framework rather than a specific defense might be
motivated short-term given the rapid developments around traffic
analysis attacks and defenses. Figure 1 shows example protocols
where Maybenot integration could protect against traffic analysis
attackers in different threat models. For example, Maybenot could
be integrated with TLS as part of HTTPS to protect against webpage
fingerprinting (Figure 1a), as opposed to website fingerprinting as
in VPNs (Figure 1b) or Tor (Figure 1c).

We make the following contributions:

• A detailed description of the Maybenot traffic analysis de-
fense framework. Maybenot is an evolution of the Tor Circuit
Padding Framework [55, 56], generalizing and improving its
design, as well providing a clean abstraction as a library (Rust
crate) enabling ease of integration beyond Tor (Section 3).
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• A framework with support for Maybenot machines, support-
ing probabilistic transitions, blocking actions, and the ability
to construct constant-rate defenses (Section 4).

• The simple bare-bones Maybenot simulator for rapid devel-
opment and testing of Maybenot machines by simulating
their impact on undefended network traces (Section 5).

• Implementation and evaluation of the state-of-the-art web-
site fingerprinting defenses FRONT [22] and RegulaTor [33]
as Maybenot machines (Section 6).

• Discussion of key challenges, trade-offs, and opportunities
around state-based defenses based on lessons learned from
our evaluation (Section 7).

Section 2 briefly presents background, Section 8 related work on
traffic analysis defense frameworks, and Section 9 conclusions.

2 BACKGROUND
Maybenot primarily originates from Website Fingerprinting (WF)
defense work, closely linked to end-to-end flow correlation/con-
firmation. We will focus on WF in Section 2.1 and the broader
influence of traffic analysis defenses in Section 2.2.

2.1 Website Fingerprinting
In the WF setting, a local passive attacker monitors encrypted
client traffic to a website via a proxy or relay, typically Tor [18],
but also possibly a VPN [11, 12, 29, 30, 44, 71] or a new standard
like MASQUE related to iCloud Private Relay [5, 53]. The attacker’s
goal is to deduce the visited website or its subpage. We overview
WF attacks in Section 2.1.1 and defenses in Section 2.1.2. We survey
existing frameworks for defense implementation in Section 2.1.3.

2.1.1 Attacks. WF attacks use manual or automatic feature engi-
neering based on packet sequences, directions, timestamps, and
sizes. Important manual feature-engineered attacks include CU-
MUL [52] and k-fingerprinting [27]. However, post-2016 advances
in deep learning facilitated superior automatic feature engineer-
ing [2, 7, 61, 64, 69]. Deep Fingerprinting (DF) [69] and Tik-Tok [61]
are noteworthy, showing significant improvements over manual
feature engineering.

2.1.2 Defenses. The defense community has been working on var-
ious techniques, including imitation, regulation, alteration, traffic
splitting, and adversarial techniques [45]. Imitation defenses make
traffic from one website resemble that from another [50, 74, 76].
Regulation defenses, like Tamaraw [10] and RegulaTor [33], regu-
late traffic to match a target trace [24, 40]. Alteration defenses, like
FRONT [22] and DeTorrent [32], unpredictably modify the traffic
to make traces harder to classify. Traffic splitting defenses send traf-
fic unpredictably over multiple paths [28, 43, 73], and adversarial
techniques aim to thwart deep learning-based attacks [48, 60].

2.1.3 Frameworks. Several frameworks have been developed to
provide a platform for the implementation of defenses. The Tor Cir-
cuit Padding Framework [55, 56] allows for padding-based defenses
to be modeled using state machines and negotiated between clients
and relays. QCSD [70] shapes QUIC [35] traffic at the client side
without requiring server support, which boosts the potential for
adoption of defenses. WFDefProxy [23] makes use of the obfs4 [4]
Pluggable Transport [57] to support defenses between Tor clients

and bridges and enable real-world evaluation of these defenses. We
review these three frameworks in detail in Section 8.

2.2 Real-World Impact of Traffic Analysis
The real-world impact of traffic analysis attacks is widely discussed
in both the WF [14, 39, 52, 54, 75] and wider traffic analysis com-
munities [15–18, 41, 46, 47, 51, 65]. When evaluating defenses, we
consider empowered adversaries who may have unrealistic capa-
bilities or simplified assumptions. However, these might reflect
something other than the actual traffic analysis threat. A crucial
conclusion is the inherent trade-off between defense effectiveness
and efficiency. Any defense framework’s ability to adjust defenses
to fit different use cases is a primary feature. Hence the name May-
benot: the goal is to enable doubt about an attacker’s conclusions
from traffic analysis.

3 MAYBENOT FRAMEWORK
Figure 2 shows an overview of the Maybenot framework and its
integration with an encrypted communication protocol. Once in-
tegrated, Maybenot machines will trigger actions to take based on
events describing the communication. Machines are probabilistic
finite state machines, described in detail later in Section 4. The
framework is simply a means of running zero or more machines.
We implemented Maybenot in Rust as a library (crate). Basic type
definitions are used throughout this and the following section to
explain Maybenot and its integration, taking a top-down approach.
Further implementation details are available in the complementary
pre-print version of this paper [59].

Maybenot

machines

runtime limits

encrypted protocol

send
recv

actions

blockpadevents

integration

Figure 2: Overview of the Maybenot framework.

3.1 Instantiation
The first step in integrating the framework is to create an instance,
e.g., as part of circuit creation in Tor or when establishing a peer
connection in WireGuard. Creating an instance requires zero or
more machines, blocking and padding limits, the current time, and
the MTU of the connection.

Machines are provided by reference and read-only, enabling
multiple instances of the framework to safely and efficiently share
machines. Instead, each instance maintains a minimal runtime state
per machine (64 bytes, regardless of machine size). For the sake of
simplicity, the framework does not support dynamically adding or
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(a) TLS client and server. (b) VPN client and relay. (c) Tor client and middle relay.

Figure 1: Example protocols and settings where Maybenot can be integrated to protect against traffic analysis by attackers .

removing machines. Instead, creating an instance of the framework
is a lightweight operation.

Limits are fractions of the total duration spent blocking and
the total bytes of padding sent. The framework keeps track of
and enforces these limits for all running machines and respective
individual limits set per machine (see Section 4). Limitations are
fundamental to traffic analysis defenses, typically offering efficiency
and effectiveness trade-offs.

Passing the current time to the framework—instead of having the
framework keep track on its own—results in a more straightforward
framework that is easier to test and use in simulation. It also makes
constructing defenses that operate in steps easier by using time as a
counter. Finally, the MTU of the communication channel is needed
to restrict the size of padding packets in padding actions.

Once instantiated, the integration between the protocol and
framework entails triggering events (Section 3.2) and processing
the resulting actions (Section 3.3).

3.2 Triggering Events
Events describe the communication channel. The integrator period-
ically triggers one or more events in the framework together with
the current time. The events are shown in Figure 3.

1 pub enum TriggerEvent {

2 NonPaddingRecv { bytes_recv: u16 },

3 PaddingRecv { bytes_recv: u16 },

4 NonPaddingSent { bytes_sent: u16 },

5 PaddingSent { bytes_sent: u16, machine: MachineId },

6 BlockingBegin { machine: MachineId },

7 BlockingEnd,

8 LimitReached { machine: MachineId },

9 UpdateMTU { new_mtu: u16 },

10 }

Figure 3: Events to trigger in the Maybenot framework.

Normal traffic is referred to as non-padding. Events that describe
padding and non-padding all require the size of the data in bytes.
In addition, when padding is sent, the machine that generated the
padding is identified for sake of machine-specific padding limits
and scoping events in the framework to the relevant machine.

Blocking actions (see Section 3.3) either begin or end, and when
they begin, the responsible machine is identified in the correspond-
ing event to enable the tracking of machine-specific limits. The
LimitReached event is an internal event triggered by the frame-
work when a machine reaches a state limit (explained in Section 4).
Finally, UpdateMTU provides a way to update the MTU without
recreating the framework.

3.3 Scheduling and Performing Actions
Triggering one or more events in the framework returns zero or
more actions that should be scheduled by the integrator. Each ma-
chine running in the framework has at most one scheduled action at
any point in time. Figure 4 shows the possible actions. The Cancel
action simply cancels any scheduled action for a machine.

1 pub enum Action {

2 Cancel { machine: MachineId },

3 InjectPadding {

4 timeout: Duration,

5 size: u16,

6 bypass: bool,

7 replace: bool,

8 machine: MachineId,

9 },

10 BlockOutgoing {

11 timeout: Duration,

12 duration: Duration,

13 bypass: bool,

14 replace: bool,

15 machine: MachineId,

16 },

17 }

Figure 4: Actions in the Maybenot framework.

The InjectPadding action specifies that a padding packet of
a particular size in bytes should be sent after a specific timeout.
Similarly, the BlockOutgoing action specifies that all outgoing
traffic should be blocked for a particular duration of time after a
timeout. Both actions specify the identifier of the machine, to be
used when triggering the corresponding event after timeout.

The bypass and replace flags, and their interactions, get a little
complicated. When blocking begins, the bypass flag determines if
the blocking can be bypassed by padding with the bypass flag set.
This enables bypassable blocking as well as the construction of de-
fenses that fail closed (blocking without the flag set). The replace,
for blocking, determines if the blocking should replace any existing
ongoing blocking, or if the longest remaining duration of blocking
should be set. For padding, the replace flag allows the padding
to be injected to be replaced by any normal (non-padding) data
queued or recently sent (within use case-specific limits as deter-
mined by the integrator). Together, the bypass and replace flags
enable constant-rate defenses by first setting bypassable blocking
followed by constant-rate padding with both flags set, resulting in
either padding or normal traffic being sent at a fixed rate.

4 MAYBENOT MACHINES
A machine encodes the logic of when to take what action based on
events. Machines are probabilistic finite state machines, building
on “padding machines” (nondeterministic finite state machines) in
the Tor Circuit Padding Framework [55, 56], further compared in
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Section 8. Figure 5 shows the definition of a Maybenot machine. A
machine consists of four fields concerning limits, a vector of one
or more states, and a flag include_small_packets indicating if
the framework should consider packets of small sizes (helpful in
ignoring ACKs in, e.g., WireGuard).

1 pub struct Machine {

2 pub allowed_padding_bytes: u64,

3 pub max_padding_frac: f64,

4 pub allowed_blocked_microsec: u64,

5 pub max_blocking_frac: f64,

6 pub states: Vec<State>,

7 pub include_small_packets: bool,

8 }

Figure 5: A Maybenot machine.

The fraction limits behave like the framework-wide limits but
apply only to the machine in question. In addition, it is possible
to provide padding and blocking budgets (in absolute terms) that
circumvent all limits. Such budgets are particularly useful at the
start of connections, where fraction-based limits are impractical.

4.1 State
A machine must have at least one state. Figure 6 shows the defini-
tion of a state. For now, know that Dist represents a probability
distribution that can be sampled; more details are provided in Sec-
tion 4.2. Upon transitioning to a state (from another state or itself),
the framework samples a timeout for when a particular action
should be taken. We look closer at transitions, actions, and limits.

1 pub struct State {

2 pub timeout: Dist,

3 pub action: Dist,

4 pub action_is_block: bool,

5 pub bypass: bool,

6 pub replace: bool,

7 pub limit: Dist,

8 pub limit_includes_nonpadding: bool,

9 pub next_state: HashMap<Event, Vec<f64>>,

10 }

Figure 6: The state of a machine.

4.1.1 Transition. A machine has a current state, tracked by the
framework as part of its runtime. The first state is state 0 in a ma-
chine’s states vector. The next_statemap of a state maps events
to probability vectors. For each event (see Figure 3), there is a vector
of probabilities to transition to each state in the machine as well as
two meta events: StateCancel and StateEnd. The probabilities 𝑝
sum to at most one; 0 ≤ ∑𝑛+2

𝑖 𝑝𝑖 ≤ 1, for a machine with 𝑛 states.
The meta event StateCancel cancels any scheduled action with-
out transitioning to a new state. The meta event StateEnd does
not cancel any scheduled action but permanently ends the machine,
preventing future transitions. Note that the probabilities above do
not need to sum to one to support machines that only transition to
any state with a small probability.

4.1.2 Action. There are two possible actions (in addition to the
StateCancel action triggered by a state transition): blocking and
padding, determined by the action_is_block flag. The action
distribution either specifies the duration to block for or the size of

the padding. The action is subject to the bypass and replace flags,
as described in Section 3.3.

4.1.3 Limit. The per-state limit is distinct from the per-machine
or per-framework limits on padding and blocking. The per-state
limit gets sampled upon transitioning to the state from another
state. The limit gets decremented on each transition to itself, i.e.,
the same state. If the limit reaches 0, it prevents the scheduling of
future actions. The non-padding sent event also decreases the limit
with the limit_includes_nonpadding flag set. This behavior can
be helpful in conjunction with padding actions to send an exact
number of packets, regardless of whether they are padding or non-
padding packets.

4.2 Distribution
Maybenot supports a number of distributions, listed in Figure 7,
provided by the rand_dist1 crate. Together with picking the distri-
bution and its relevant parameters, each sample is rounded to a
positive value, potentially to a discrete value (bytes for padding),
and optionally clamped to a min and max value. The unit of time
in the framework is microseconds.

1 pub enum DistType {

2 None,

3 Uniform,

4 Normal,

5 LogNormal,

6 Binomial,

7 Pareto,

8 Poisson,

9 Weibull,

10 Gamma,

11 Beta,

12 }

Figure 7: Supported distributions.

4.3 Serialization
Machines can be serialized to and from hex-encoded strings using
either Maybenot’s space inefficient but simple and safe format, or
just with Serde2 (a commonly used framework for serialization and
deserialization in Rust). This enables machines to be dynamically
shared and changed at runtime with minimal overhead.

5 MAYBENOT SIMULATOR
The goal of the Maybenot simulator is to support the rapid develop-
ment and testing of Maybenot machines. Instead of collecting new
datasets of defended network traces, developers can simulate how
existing network traces would change with one or more machines
running at the client and server. Using the simulator entails (i) pars-
ing a base (existing) network trace and (ii) running the simulation.

The goal of the simulator is not to be a perfect simulator—
whatever that now would entail given that the framework is de-
signed to be integrated into a wide range of protocols—but to be a
helpful simulator. Hopefully, most development work can be done
with the simulator, and only fine-tuning is needed for later integra-
tion. For example, in the case of Tor, early development can happen
1https://crates.io/crates/rand_distr
2https://serde.rs/
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in the Maybenot simulator, with later large-scale experiments using
Shadow [36], followed by real-world deployment.

Figure 8 shows the average simulation time for the Maybenot
simulator for nine different websites. Each simulation simulated
up to 10,000 events with heavy Maybenot machines on both client
and server generating blocking and padding actions, similar to
RegulaTor [33]. Generated using Criterion.rs, a statistics-driven
benchmarking library for Rust, with 100 samples per website each
over 5s runtime on a 11th Gen Intel(R) Core(TM) i7-1165G7 @
2.80GHz laptop. Simulation is single-threaded and uses on the order
of 1MiB of memory. Much can probably be optimized.

website 9

website 8

website 7

website 6

website 5

website 4

website 3

website 2

website 1

0 2 4 6 8
Average time (ms)

PDF

Figure 8: Violin plot of simulation time for nine websites.

5.1 Base Network Traces
Figure 9 shows an example network trace of ten first packets from
WireGuard when visiting google.com and how to parse it. The
trace is a string of lines, where each line is a packet with the for-
mat “timestamp,direction,size\n”. The timestamp is the number of
nanoseconds since the start of the trace, the direction is either “s”
for sent or “r” for received (from the perspective of the client), and
the size is in bytes.

To parse the trace, the simulator also takes a delay, which is the
latency between the client and server. The delay is used to simulate
event queues for the client and server, such that the packets are
sent and arrive at the client exactly as in the provided trace. This
is a crude approximation of the network between the client and
server and should probably be improved to make the simulator
more useful in the long term [37].

1 let raw_trace = "0,s,52

2 19714282,r,52

3 183976147,s,52

4 243699564,r,52

5 1696037773,s,40

6 2047985926,s,52

7 2055955094,r,52

8 9401039609,s,73

9 9401094589,s,73

10 9420892765,r,191";

11

12 let delay = Duration::from_millis(10);

13 let mut input_trace = parse_trace(raw_trace, delay);

Figure 9: Parsing an example trace.

5.2 Simulating Machines
Figure 10 shows an example of simulating a machine on the trace
from Figure 9. The simulator supports zero or more machines run-
ning at the client and server. Because machines may run forever
(e.g., sending more padding on padding being sent), it is possible to
set the maximum number of events (client and server) to simulate
and a flag to filter out events only related to network packets. The
output of the simulator is a vector of events (see Figure 3) describing
the simulated trace, each annotated with a timestamp and flag (for
client or server), which is straightforward to parse.

1 use maybenot_simulator::sim;

2 use maybenot::machine::Machine;

3 use std::{str::FromStr, time::Duration};

4

5 let s = "789cedca2101...";

6 let m = vec![Machine::from_str(s).unwrap()];

7

8 let trace = sim(

9 vec![m], // client machines

10 vec![], // server machines

11 &mut input_trace,

12 delay,

13 100, // max events

14 true, // only return packet events?

15 );

Figure 10: Simulating a machine on a trace.

6 IMPLEMENTING DEFENSES
To evaluate Maybenot’s support for proposed website fingerprint-
ing defenses, we created machines that implement two state-of-the-
art defenses: FRONT [22] and RegulaTor [33].

6.1 FRONT
FRONT [22] is a padding-only defense intended to conceal useful
features present at the beginning of a trace. It samples time values
from a Rayleigh distribution before every download, and a padding
packet is sent at each of these times relative to download start.

To initialize the defense, the client samples a padding count 𝑛𝑐
from a discrete uniform distribution with range [1, 𝑁𝑐 ], and the
server samples 𝑛𝑠 from the range [1, 𝑁𝑠 ]; parameters 𝑁𝑐 and 𝑁𝑠 are
the client and server’s padding budgets, respectively. The client and
server also sample a padding window (𝑤𝑐 and𝑤𝑠 ) from a continuous
uniform distribution with range [𝑊𝑚𝑖𝑛,𝑊𝑚𝑎𝑥 ].

After selecting parameters, the client samples 𝑛𝑐 time values
(in seconds) from a Rayleigh distribution with 𝜎 = 𝑤𝑐 , and the
server samples 𝑛𝑠 values from a Rayleigh distribution with 𝜎 = 𝑤𝑠 .
A padding packet is then sent at each of these times relative to
download start, and no further padding is sent once a download
completes. The use of varying padding counts and windows al-
lows for trace-to-trace randomness, which reduces the ability of a
classifier to train effectively on defended traces.

Maybenot FRONT. Since the client and server follow the same
steps to enact the defense, we implemented FRONT in Maybenot
using a single machine design, which we refer to as Maybenot
FRONT. It consists of a START state and a number of PADDING
states arranged in sequence, as shown in Figure 11. Each machine is
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START PADDING PADDING PADDING StateEnd

NonPaddingSent
NonPaddingRecv

100%

PaddingSent
100%

LimitReached
100%

PaddingSent
100%

LimitReached
100%

PaddingSent
100%

LimitReached
100%

Figure 11: Maybenot FRONT machine with three PADDING states.

characterized by its padding budget 𝑁 , maximum padding window
𝑊𝑚𝑎𝑥 , and number of PADDING states𝜓 .

A transition occurs from START to the first PADDING state when
the first packet is sent or received on a connection, as determined by
theNonPaddingSent andNonPaddingRecv events. Maybenot FRONT
then proceeds sequentially through the remaining PADDING states
until it reaches StateEnd, stopping the defense.

When a PADDING state is transitioned to, it generates a padding
action with a sampled timeout value; size is sampled from a uniform
action distribution with 𝑎 = 𝑏, so the integrator will send a single
packet after the timeout expires. As a result, a PaddingSent event
will be triggered, causing a self-transition. This will occur repeat-
edly until the state’s limit is reached, at which time a LimitReached
event will be triggered, causing a transition to the next state.

Each PADDING state is modeled as corresponding to a fixed time
slice of a download; a normal timeout distribution is used, and
parameters are selected to approximate the distribution of inter-
packet delays that would result during the interval if time values
were sampled from a Rayleigh distribution with 𝜎 =𝑊𝑚𝑎𝑥 . In a ma-
chine with𝜓 PADDING states, the timeout distribution parameters
of a PADDING state that spans the interval from 𝑡1 to 𝑡2 are:

` =
𝜓

𝑁
· (𝑡2 − 𝑡1) (1)

𝜎 =
𝑊 2
𝑚𝑎𝑥√
𝜋

· (𝑁
𝜓

· 𝑡1 + 𝑡2
2

)−1 (2)

` is selected to be the inter-packet delay that would result in ex-
actly 𝑁 /𝜓 packets being sent during the interval from 𝑡1 to 𝑡2. The
equation for 𝜎 is partially derived from the results of preliminary
simulations and trace comparisons; it allows for greater variation
of inter-packet delays near the beginning of a download, and varia-
tion is increased for larger values of𝑊𝑚𝑎𝑥 . To prevent excessive
variation, timeout values are bounded to be in the range [0, 2 · `]
by specifying a max parameter for the timeout distribution.

If each state had a constant limit corresponding to the number
of packets that would most likely be sent during its interval, this
would allow for a precise approximation of the sending rate of
padding packets that would result from a Rayleigh distribution.
However, such a design would exclude the trace-to-trace random-
ness FRONT is intended to achieve: a machine’s padding count
would be constant, and variation of the padding window would be
small and only due to differences in sampled timeout values.

To mimic the sampling performed by FRONT, we instead use
a uniform distribution with range [1, 𝑁 /𝜓 ] for each state’s limit.
Thus, padding count is effectively sampled from a uniform sum

distribution with range [𝜓, 𝑁 ]. Note that this change allows for
variation in the padding count as well as the padding window, as
the times at which state transitions occur become more variable.

Pipelined FRONT. A limitation of Maybenot FRONT is that the
timeout distribution parameters of PADDING states are calculated
using values that are fixed for each machine. Although the padding
count and window do vary among downloads, inter-packet timing
is less variable, which reduces the efficacy of the defense. To remedy
this, we introduce Pipelined FRONT, a design based on the same
principles as Maybenot FRONT but with multiple pipelines that
have different padding budgets.

In this machine, the first state to transition to is chosen from a set
of PADDING states which all have equal probability, and each one
leads to a different pipeline. This allows for variation of the padding
count and window, as with Maybenot FRONT, as well as inter-
packet timing, which greatly improves trace-to-trace randomness.
See Appendix A for further details.

6.2 RegulaTor
RegulaTor [33] is a regularization defense for Tor [18] based on
the observation that Tor traffic consists of “surges” of cells sent
within a short period of time along with intervening periods of
lower cell volume. Surges are typically present at the beginning
of a download, and traffic decreases exponentially as time elapses.
RegulaTor leverages this fact to reduce the uniqueness of surges
and, consequently, their usefulness as WF attack features.

This is accomplished by sending download traffic at a set initial
rate 𝑅 (s−1) which decreases according to a decay function: at any
given time, the current rate is calculated by 𝑅𝐷𝑡 , where𝐷 is a decay
parameter and 𝑡 is the time elapsed since surge start. The surge
start time is initialized to download start time, but if the number of
queued cells exceeds a threshold (𝑇 · rate), a new surge begins, and
traffic is once again sent at the initial rate.

However, to reduce overhead, the relay samples a padding count
for each download from a discrete uniform distribution with range
[0, 𝑁 ], where 𝑁 is a parameter specifying the padding budget. The
relay will stop sending padding cells to achieve a constant send-
ing rate after this count has been exceeded, instead delaying non-
padding cells to cap the sending rate.

Upload traffic is sent at a constant fraction of the rate of download
traffic: the client sends one cell for every 𝑈 cells received. There
is one exception to this: to ensure download progress, any queued
cells will be sent immediately after they have been waiting for a
configurable amount of time (𝐶 seconds).
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Figure 13: Maybenot RegulaTor client
machine with 𝑈 = 3.

Maybenot RegulaTor. We created two machine designs to approx-
imate RegulaTor, one for clients and one for relays. We refer to
these machines collectively as Maybenot RegulaTor.

The relay machine can be seen as proceeding through three
distinct stages: (1) infinite blocking is enabled with the bypass
and replace flags set; (2) until 10 cells have been sent, a constant
traffic rate of 10 cells/second is maintained; and (3) constant-rate
SEND states are used to approximate the sending rate imposed by
RegulaTor’s decay function. This machine is depicted in Figure 12.

When the first NonPaddingSent event is triggered, the machine
transitions to the BLOCK state, which enables infinite blocking with
the bypass and replace flags set; this allows for constant traffic rates
to be set later. Once the integrator has carried out the blocking
action, a BlockingBegin event will be triggered, causing the machine
to transition to the BOOT_0 state.

Each BOOT state generates a padding action with the bypass and
replace flags set and a 100 ms timeout. When the corresponding
PaddingSent event is triggered, a self-transition occurs: this results
in a constant traffic rate of 10 cells/second. When a NonPaddingSent
event is triggered, a transition is made to the next BOOT state or, in
the case of BOOT_8, the SEND_0 state. Including theNonPaddingSent
event that causes a transition to the BLOCK state, then, exactly 10
non-padding cells are sent before the SEND_0 state is reached.

The SEND states each have the same limit and set a constant
traffic rate (timeout) to approximate RegulaTor’s decay function.
RegulaTor also specifies that if a certain threshold of queued cells is
exceeded, a new surge is said to have started and the rate should be
increased back to its initial value. We implement this behavior prob-
abilistically with a small chance of transitioning back to SEND_0
when a NonPaddingSent event is triggered.

Our implementation excludes the 𝑁 parameter of RegulaTor,
allowing machines to send an unlimited amount of padding during
a download. Although Maybenot has features to set padding limits,

these will prevent a machine from generating any actions; there is
no way to specify that the sending rate should be capped.

Client machine. The client machine sends one cell for every
𝑈 cells received. It consists of a configurable number of COUNT
states arranged in sequence, which enable infinite blocking with
the bypass and replace flags set, transitioning to the next state when
a PaddingRecv or NonPaddingRecv event is triggered; and a single
SEND state, which generates a padding action with no timeout and
the bypass and replace flags set, transitioning to the first COUNT
state when a PaddingSent event is triggered.

If𝑈 is a whole number, this machine consists of 𝑈 COUNT states
that each have a 100% probability of transitioning to either the next
COUNT state or, in the case of the last COUNT state, the SEND state
when a PaddingRecv or NonPaddingRecv event is triggered. Thus,
one cell is sent for every 𝑈 received, as in Figure 13.

If𝑈 is not a whole number, there are ⌊𝑈 ⌋ COUNT states, and the
probability of transition from the last COUNT state to the SEND state
is set to 1 − (𝑈 − ⌊𝑈 ⌋); if this does not occur, a self-transition does.
The next cell received will cause an immediate transition to SEND:
the limit for the last COUNT state is fixed at 2, and the LimitReached
event causes a transition to SENDwith 100% probability. This design
is intended to probabilistically approximate the expected behavior
of non-integral values of 𝑈 .

While both of these machines effectively mimic the RegulaTor
client’s behavior, they do not include the 𝐶 parameter, which de-
termines the maximum amount of time that a cell can be queued
for before being sent immediately. Thus, a cell might be queued
indefinitely, which could result in download progress being slower
than with an exact implementation of RegulaTor.

6.3 Evaluation
We evaluated our implementations of FRONT and RegulaTor using
the BigEnough dataset [45] collected by Mathews et al. Specifically,
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Table 1: Parameters selected for each implementation of FRONT and RegulaTor.

(a) FRONT parameters.

Defense Parameters
𝑁 𝑊𝑚𝑖𝑛 𝑊𝑚𝑎𝑥 𝜓

Maybenot FT-1 1500 1 s 14 s 30
Pipelined FT-1 3000 1 s 14 s 30 × 30
Simulated FT-1 1700 1 s 14 s —
Maybenot FT-2 2500 1 s 14 s 50
Pipelined FT-2 4500 1 s 14 s 45 × 45
Simulated FT-2 2500 1 s 14 s —

(b) RegulaTor parameters.

Defense Parameters
𝑅 𝐷 𝑇 𝑁 𝑈 𝐶 𝜔

Maybenot RT-Light 324 0.86 3.75 — 4.02 — 20
Simulated RT-Light 206 0.86 3.75 1650 4.02 2.08 —
Maybenot RT-Heavy 238 0.94 3.55 — 3.95 — 20
Simulated RT-Heavy 220 0.94 3.55 2815 3.95 1.77 —

we used the monitored set, which consists of 19,000 traces of web
page visits over Tor. 95 websites were chosen based on popularity
metrics from the Open PageRank Initiative, and 10 subpages from
each site were visited 20 times, for a total of 200 traces per site.

We created defended datasets with Gong et al.’s FRONT simula-
tor [22] andHolland andHopper’s RegulaTor simulation scripts [33].
We also developed three Rust programs [78] to generate machines
for Maybenot FRONT, Pipelined FRONT, and Maybenot Regula-
Tor based on provided parameters, and we supplied them to the
Maybenot simulator to defend the BigEnough dataset. To aid in
comparison, we removed trailing padding packets from all traces
in the Maybenot-defended datasets.

We considered the two configurations of each defense discussed
by their authors: FT-1 and FT-2 for FRONT, and RT-Light and
RT-Heavy for RegulaTor. We selected parameters for Maybenot
FRONT and Pipelined FRONT to match the bandwidth overhead
of simulated FRONT, and we matched the latency overhead of
Maybenot RegulaTor to that of simulated RegulaTor. Parameters
are summarized in Table 1. Note that 𝜓 is number of pipelines
followed by number of PADDING states per pipeline for Pipelined
FRONT, and 𝜔 is cells per state in Maybenot RegulaTor.

Using the defended datasets, we calculated the similarity between
traces defended by simulation and those defended with Maybenot
FRONT, Pipelined FRONT, andMaybenot RegulaTor; the bandwidth
and latency overhead of each implementation; and performance
against the CUMUL [52], DF [69], and Tik-Tok [61] attacks.

6.3.1 Trace Comparison. Following the methodology of Smith et
al. [70], we represented each trace in our defended datasets with two
aggregated time series, one for download traffic and one for upload
traffic. Each aggregated time series was computed by partitioning
total download time into fixed-length windows of 𝐼 ms and creating
a sequence of the number of packets received or sent by the client
during each window. For our evaluations, we set 𝐼 = {25, 50}.

We measured trace similarity by computing the Pearson correla-
tion coefficient and a longest common subsequence (LCSS) measure
on the aggregated time series of corresponding traces. LCSS was cal-
culated by dividing the length of the longest common subsequence
by the shorter of the lengths of the two aggregated time series being
compared. The results for FRONT are shown in Figures 14 and 15,
and the results for RegulaTor are in Figure 16.

The correlation coefficient data for both FT-1 and FT-2 indicates
that Maybenot FRONT and Pipelined FRONT padded download
traffic similarly to simulated FRONT in most cases. With the FT-1

configuration, both defenses have a median correlation of approx-
imately 0.71 at 25 ms granularity and 0.86 at 50 ms granularity.
Similar results are observed with FT-2. Correlation for upload traf-
fic is lower, which is likely due to a higher ratio of padding to
non-padding traffic. The minimum median LCSS among all cases
is 0.43, which reflects the fact that padding differences are most
apparent near the beginning of a trace.

We attribute low correlation for some traces to the use of indi-
vidual states’ limit distributions to induce variation of the padding
count and window. It is possible for limits sampled for adjacent
PADDING states to differ, reducing correspondence to the Rayleigh
distribution shape. We also note that each implementation may
have selected a different padding count and window when defend-
ing the same trace, since simulations were run independently.

A moderate correlation for download traffic is observed with
Maybenot RegulaTor. This is due primarily to two factors: Maybenot
RegulaTor uses a small probability of transitioning to SEND_0 on a
NonPaddingSent event as a heuristic to mimic RegulaTor’s surge
restarting behavior, which could result in surges being restarted at
different times; and it sets a constant rate throughout a download,
whereas simulated RegulaTor caps the sending rate after a padding
count has been exceeded. Since upload traffic is simply sent at a
constant fraction of the rate of download traffic, the low correlation
observed for it is likely due to the same factors and the omission of
the 𝐶 parameter in Maybenot RegulaTor.

The median LCSS of RT-Light is about 0.46 with 𝐼 = 25 and 0.42
with 𝐼 = 50; although RT-Heavy has a higher median LCSS in both
cases, its interquartile range is much greater. This indicates that
traces were more similar near the beginning and that much of the
observed variation is due to different surge restart times: the prob-
ability of restarting a surge in Maybenot RegulaTor decreases as
sending rate increases, and it was higher with RT-Heavy, resulting
in more surge restarts later in a download. Lower LCSS for upload
traffic with RT-Heavy also suggests that the 𝐶 parameter is impor-
tant, since there was more upload traffic with this configuration
and many cells were likely sent later with Maybenot RegulaTor.

6.3.2 Overhead. We calculated bandwidth overhead by dividing
the number of padding bytes in each defended trace by the number
of non-padding bytes, and latency overhead refers to the time to the
last non-padding packet in a defended trace compared to original
download time. Mean results are in Table 2.

About 80% bandwidth overhead was incurred by FT-1 and 125%
by FT-2; there was little variation among implementations since
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Table 2: Closed-world attack performance, average bandwidth and latency overhead.

Defense Attack accuracy (%) Bandwidth overhead (%) Latency overhead (%)
CUMUL DF Tik-Tok Send Receive Overall

Undefended 94.66 95.89 94.00 – – – –
Maybenot FT-1 27.68 72.11 64.00 597.51 41.84 78.24 –
Pipelined FT-1 15.72 58.00 55.89 613.45 43.13 80.49 –
Simulated FT-1 12.06 48.32 49.47 642.97 44.80 83.98 –
Maybenot FT-2 23.41 68.11 50.84 998.77 70.05 130.89 –
Pipelined FT-2 13.45 49.37 48.32 922.24 64.60 120.79 –
Simulated FT-2 9.12 40.95 45.79 952.91 66.24 124.32 –

Maybenot RT-Light 6.38 6.63 9.89 747.98 138.23 178.18 21.11
Simulated RT-Light 5.65 6.42 22.00 424.62 44.93 69.80 22.01
Maybenot RT-Heavy 6.88 8.11 10.00 1091.88 151.35 212.96 15.31
Simulated RT-Heavy 4.53 5.79 15.16 537.66 73.86 104.24 17.52
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Figure 14: Trace comparison results, simulated FRONT and Maybenot FRONT.
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Figure 15: Trace comparison results, simulated FRONT and Pipelined FRONT.
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Figure 16: Trace comparison results, simulated RegulaTor and Maybenot RegulaTor.
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Maybenot FRONT and Pipelined FRONT’s parameterswere selected
to match their bandwidth overhead to that of simulated FRONT.

To accomplish this for Maybenot FT-1, 𝑁 was decreased from
1700 to 1500. This was necessary because the use of a separate
uniform distribution for each PADDING state’s limit effectively re-
sulted in a uniform sum distribution for padding count, which has a
higher expected value. This is also apparent with FT-2, since 𝑁 was
maintained at 2500, and this resulted in 6.57% greater bandwidth
overhead than with simulated FRONT.

However, for Pipelined FRONT, 𝑁 had to be increased from 1700
to 3000 for FT-1 and from 2500 to 4500 for FT-2. We attribute this
to the use of pipelines with different padding budgets: there is only
a 1/𝜓 probability of choosing a pipeline that can send 𝑁 cells, and
further reduction of padding count occurs within pipelines.

Simulated RT-Light incurred 69.80% bandwidth overhead and
22.01% latency overhead; RT-Heavy resulted in a higher 104.24%
bandwidth overhead and slightly lower latency overhead (17.52%),
a consequence of its faster sending rate.

With both configurations, Maybenot RegulaTor had compara-
ble latency overhead to simulated RegulaTor, but its bandwidth
overhead was much greater: Maybenot RT-Light incurred 178.18%
overhead, a 108.38% increase over simulated RT-Light; and May-
benot RT-Heavy’s overhead was 212.96%, which is 108.72% higher
than simulated RT-Heavy.

This is due to the lack of the𝑁 parameter inMaybenot RegulaTor:
there is no mechanism to limit padding in the relay machine, so
a constant traffic rate is set throughout a download. Since surges
are restarted probabilistically, it is also likely that this happened
more often than necessary. A 108% increase in bandwidth overhead
makes Maybenot RegulaTor impractical in its current state.

6.3.3 Attacks. Weevaluated CUMUL [52], DF [69], and Tik-Tok [61]
in the closed-world setting against undefended traffic, simulated
FRONT and RegulaTor, and our implementations. We did this us-
ing the scripts provided by Gong et al. for CUMUL [22] and those
provided by Rahman et al. for DF and Tik-Tok [61]. We performed
10-fold cross-validation for all attacks, and we used the model pa-
rameters suggested by the attacks’ authors, with one exception: the
input size of DF and Tik-Tok was changed from 5,000 to 10,000 cells
to account for padding. The results are in Table 2.

All attacks achieved at least 94% accuracy on the undefended
dataset; these results are similar to those reported by the attacks’
authors, but slightly lower values are observed since each class in
the BigEnough dataset consists of multiple web pages.

Simulated FRONT decreased CUMUL’s accuracy to 12.06% with
the FT-1 configuration and 9.12%with FT-2. It reduced the accuracy
of DF and Tik-Tok to 48.32% and 49.47%, respectively, with FT-1;
and it reduced their accuracy to 40.95% and 45.79% with FT-2.

Maybenot FRONTwasmuch less effective than simulated FRONT:
it reduced Tik-Tok’s accuracy to 50.84% with FT-2, but it only de-
creased accuracy to a minimum of 64% in all other cases. Pipelined
FRONT was more effective: DF was the best attack against it, at-
taining 58% accuracy with FT-1 and 49.37% accuracy with FT-2.
We attribute Pipelined FRONT’s success to high variation in inter-
packet timing, padding count, and padding window.

Simulated RT-Light was effective, reducing the accuracy of
CUMUL to 5.65% andDF to 6.42%, but Tik-Tok attained 22% accuracy

against it. Similarly, simulated RT-Heavy lowered the accuracy of
CUMUL to 4.53% and DF to 5.79%, and Tik-Tok was the best attack,
achieving 15.16% accuracy.

Maybenot RegulaTor provided better overall protection than
simulated RegulaTor. Although CUMUL and DF achieved slightly
higher accuracy against it with the RT-Light configuration (6.38%
and 6.63%, respectively), Tik-Tok’s accuracy was only 9.89%. Simi-
larly, CUMUL andDFwere slightlymore effective against Maybenot
RT-Heavy, but Tik-Tok had lower accuracy than it did against sim-
ulated RT-Heavy.

This is likely due to the same factors that increased Maybenot
RegulaTor’s bandwidth overhead: there was no padding limit, so
traffic was sent at a constant rate throughout each download; and
surges were restarted probabilistically rather than deterministically,
so precise information about the number of queued packets was not
leaked. Nevertheless, Maybenot RegulaTor’s bandwidth overhead
would need to be decreased for it to be feasible for use in Tor.

7 DISCUSSION
7.1 Challenges Expressing Defenses
Our evaluation demonstrates Maybenot’s potential to support pro-
posed website fingerprinting defenses, but it also exposes some
inherent limitations of the framework along with areas of improve-
ment, which will allow for more expressive and concise defense
implementations in future versions.

We found that it is possible to effectively approximate FRONT,
though fairly complex machines are required to incorporate suf-
ficient trace-to-trace randomness. Even so, Pipelined FRONT pro-
vides slightly less protection against attacks than simulated FRONT,
highlighting the challenges associated with implementing hand-
crafted defenses, many of which are not designed specifically to be
implemented with a state machine model.

Though we were able to closely match the fundamental aspects
of RegulaTor’s behavior, several challenges lay in features that
required knowledge of queued cells and counting. We found that
it was not possible to directly implement padding limits, surge
restarting, or the 𝐶 parameter in the client machine. With the
addition of a few new events and actions, Maybenot could support
a more practical implementation of RegulaTor.

However, certain defenses do not lend themselves to implemen-
tation in the framework. We attempted to implement Surakav [24],
which aims to make cell sequences match a reference trace, with
certain adjustments to decrease overhead. We successfully created
a machine to replay reference traces [78], but we could not include
any of the remaining features of Surakav due to the coordination
required between client and server.

Fortunately, despite Maybenot’s inherent limitations, the same
features that would improve our implementations of FRONT and
RegulaTor may allow for heuristics that approximate more com-
plicated defenses such as Surakav. Based on our experience with
FRONT and RegulaTor, we believe that new events for queue moni-
toring, and allowing machines to create their own timers as well as
counters, would serve both of these purposes.

With these improvements, FRONT could be reimplemented to
increment a counter for padding count by a sampled value, avoiding
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the necessity of multiple pipelines and larger, more complex ma-
chines. RegulaTor could also be implemented with the 𝑁 parameter
due to the ability to monitor queues based on length, and the 𝐶
parameter may be possible to approximate using a timer.

7.2 Why a Framework
What is the merit of developing a defense framework instead of
directly deploying defenses? For one, the last decade saw significant
advancements in traffic analysis attacks, notably website finger-
printing. In parallel, as attacks have improved, so have defenses. A
prime example here is from the Tor Project. They started with the
goal of implementing the WTF-PAD defense by Juárez et al. [40],
but the Deep Fingerprinting attack by Sirinam et al. [69] signif-
icantly reduced its effectiveness compared to earlier evaluations
against (among others) the k-fingerprinting attack by Hayes and
Danezis [27]. So instead of implementingWTF-PAD, the Tor Circuit
Padding Framework was born [55, 56].

A framework also allows for effortlessly combining multiple de-
fenses. Combining defenses is effective [24, 28, 73]. The selection of
combined defenses could also be dynamic and adaptive, e.g., based
on the current non-padding traffic to hide moments of inactivity or
disabled for bulk downloads. A framework is part of orchestrating
traffic analysis defenses.

Another aspect ismoving fromwebsite fingerprinting towebpage
fingerprinting defenses. While most web traffic is encrypted, it goes
directly between the client and involved servers. Therefore, any
network attacker can perform website fingerprinting in most cases
by simply observing all relevant IP addresses [68]. In a webpage
fingerprinting setting, optimal defenses would be per website and
optimized for the pages distributed by that website (and all involved
web servers hosting third-party content [68]). Application-layer
knowledge can help create more effective and efficient defenses [13].
A framework for defenses integrated into, e.g., QUIC or HTTP/3,
would allow for tailored per-site defenses. Websites could distribute
serialized defenses to clients upon connection establishment, or the
server could implement the client side of the defense partly in the
application layer (the inverse of QCSD [70]).

7.3 On Expressiveness
Relatedwork on defense frameworks (further described in Section 8)
provides varying levels of defense expressiveness, ranging from
supporting the Go programming language in WFDefProxy [23]
to a fixed trace regularization algorithm in QCSD [70] and state
machines in the Tor Circuit Padding Framework [55, 56]. In a simi-
lar vein, in the censorship circumvention space, Proteus [72] and
Marionette [20] take different approaches. Marionette models de-
fine probabilistic state machines where actions are blocking or
non-blocking arbitrary Python functions that trigger transitions
to other states. Proteus, in turn, specifies a domain-specific lan-
guage for circumvention protocols executed within a locked-down
runtime, where both the expressiveness of the language and its
runtime are restricted (e.g., no dynamic memory, concurrency, or
floating point arithmetic, while the standard system library/API is
an allowlist to allow, e.g., cryptographic operations and running
timers). Finally, yet another example is Flexible Anonymous Net-
works (FAN) [66] that makes anonymous networks programmable

by using eBPF [21] running sandboxed in userspace [49] (eBPF is
typically used within the Linux kernel) as plugins hooked within
the same process as the anonymity network implementation.

A key consideration for the expressiveness of a framework comes
down to the value of safety and security of protocol updates, as
well as the value of updates in and of themselves (as discussed
in Section 7.2). For example, in Tor the hourly consensus could
contain updates from a trusted source. Despite the inherent (nec-
essary) trust in the consensus, such potentially frequent updates
could benefit from security and safety guarantees by design in
the protocol update mechanism/framework. Full expressiveness
in, e.g., Go or Python is obviously potentially unsafe; even limited
approaches for allowing programmability based on more restricted
languages like eBPF or Webassembly with limited allow-listed APIs
are fraught with challenges necessitating runtime overheads and
careful considerations [9, 25, 26, 38, 42, 72].

For Maybenot, we opt for slowly expanding the capabilities of
Maybenot state machines. While we already had modest success
in porting FRONT and RegulaTor as-is, we know from the evalua-
tion of Mathews et al. [45] that defenses tailored to state machines
are competitive (see Interspace [45, 58]). As we expand Maybenot
machines to support richer expressiveness of defenses, we aim to
keep machine definitions safe and secure to support dynamic and
adaptive use cases. The goal is to be able to run effective and effi-
cient defenses within Maybenot, not necessarily to support every
possible type of defense. Regardless, as an API for integrating a
runtime for traffic analysis defenses, the interface of Maybenot
described in Section 3 is fundamentally solid: any defense will have
to hook into a protocol to collect events and use a combination of
bandwidth- and latency-inducing actions [16, 17, 79]. If future de-
fense frameworks opt for different runtimes, e.g., based on a unified
runtime with censorship circumvention protocols like Proteus, any
existing integration efforts from Maybenot will be well spent.

8 RELATEDWORK
Maybenot stems from the Tor Circuit Padding Framework, devel-
oped by Perry and Kadianakis [55, 56]. In turn, the Tor Circuit
Padding Framework evolved from WTF-PAD [40], a website fin-
gerprinting defense by Juárez et al. based on Adaptive Padding, a
concept introduced by Shmatikov and Wang [67].

8.1 Tor Circuit Padding Framework
As its name implies, the Tor Circuit Padding Framework is a frame-
work for generating padding within Tor circuits. It is part of Tor’s
C implementation. The framework facilitates clients’ negotiations
with network relays to enable hardcoded “padding machines”. At
the time of writing, only a pair of simple padding machines are
live on the Tor-network [56]. These machines aim to conceal the
configuration of client-initiated onion service circuits by ensuring
that regular circuits may also generate an identical cell sequence.

Maybenot stands out from the Tor Circuit Padding Framework
because its design enables incorporation into various protocols
thanks to being a standalone Rust library. In contrast, the Tor Cir-
cuit Padding Framework is tightly integrated into Tor and supports
negotiating padding machines—a feature that Maybenot lacks. May-
benot machines support probabilistic state transitions and blocking
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actions, control associated bypass and replacement flags, and han-
dle padding of varying lengths. Additionally, Maybenot supports
a broader range of distributions but removes histogram support.
Maybenot also omits support for RTT-based estimates as timer
offsets, mainly due to the need for clearly defined use cases, making
Maybenot more streamlined.

8.2 QCSD
Smith et al. developed QCSD [70], a framework dedicated to traffic
analysis defenses optimized for QUIC [35]. QCSD is a client-side
framework that generates padding and induces traffic delays at the
server using features of QUIC and HTTP/3 [8]. This focus on the
client side is a boon for traffic analysis defense adoption as it elimi-
nates the need for the server or any intermediate entity to support
the framework. However, this strength is also its main weakness.
The reliance of QCSD on QUIC and HTTP/3 at endpoints prevents
it from only defending traffic between the client and intermedi-
ate relays/proxies. Websites that typically include resources from
multiple domains/endpoints are another complication.

The QCSD counterpart to Maybenot machines is a client-side
regularization algorithm. This algorithm shapes the connection to
conform to a target trace (static or dynamically generated). This
regularization algorithm could be split and implemented as May-
benot machines following the target trace. Shaping server-to-client
traffic involves control messages, adding overhead, and the chal-
lenging task of precise server traffic shaping. Smith et al. propose
that QUIC extensions could enable clients to shape server traffic
more accurately.

8.3 WFDefProxy
Gong et al. present WFDefProxy [23], a framework for implement-
ing website fingerprinting defenses and empirically assessing the
defenses within real-world networks. WFDefProxy builds upon
obfs4 [4], a Pluggable Transport (PT) [57] used by Tor, and is im-
plemented as a bridge. Clients connect directly to a bridge before
relaying traffic typically into the Tor network. This setup confines
WFDefProxy defenses to protection against network adversaries
between the client and bridge, excluding those in the Tor network
or controlling the bridge (i.e., the bridge is a trusted entity). The
development of defenses within WFDefProxy utilizes the Go pro-
gramming language, offering a richer language environment than
Maybenot machines, padding machines in the Tor Circuit Padding
Framework, and QCSD’s regularization algorithm.

Gong et al. provide an implementation of FRONT in WFDef-
Proxy that is structured as a finite state machine; however, they
describe it as operating on “trace-level” events [23] rather than the
packet-level events which are building blocks of both Maybenot
and the Tor Circuit Padding Framework. This implementation con-
sists of three states–Ready, Start, and Stop. State transitions occur
when packets are received, indicating the start of a download; and
when the traffic rate falls below a threshold, which is assumed to
indicate download completion. However, the actions taken upon
each transition are rather complex, such as scheduling padding and
coordinating explicitly with the relay.

Maybenot FRONT detects the beginning of a download similarly
with the NonPaddingRecv and NonPaddingSent events, and a soft

stop condition could be included with the addition of a timer to
Maybenot, as described in Section 7. However, Maybenot does not
support the complex actions possible with WFDefProxy: Maybenot
FRONT simply sends a packet upon transition to a PADDING state,
and events result directly from the actions of the machine. This
highlights the primary functional difference between Maybenot
and WFDefProxy: while Maybenot provides a set of simple actions,
WFDefProxy allows actions to be programmed specifically for a
defense, improving flexibility in implementation.

9 CONCLUSION
We presented Maybenot, a work-in-progress framework for traf-
fic analysis defenses heavily inspired by the Tor Circuit Padding
Framework [55, 56]. Defenses are implemented as probabilistic state
machines, and the framework provides a standard interface for in-
tegrating them into protocols such as Tor [18], Wireguard [19], and
QUIC [35]. To assist in developing defenses, we provide a simulator
to simulate how provided network traces could change if provided
machines were running at the client and server. By implementing
and evaluating FRONT [22] and RegulaTor [33] we identified key
challenges related to the limited expressiveness of state machines,
paving the way for further improvements to Maybenot while being
conservative for the sake of safety and security.

Our goal with Maybenot is to contribute towards widespread
real-world use of traffic analysis defenses. We hope that Maybenot
will be helpful for researchers, protocol implementers, and defend-
ers. With the monumental progress in AI and machine learning,
traffic analysis defenses will become increasingly important. Be-
cause we are in the middle of this AI revolution, a framework is
likely worthwhile in the short to medium term until the dust settles.
It took us decades to get to where we are today, making encrypted
end-to-end communication the norm. We will need similar time to
get to where we want to be with traffic analysis defenses.

ARTIFACT AVAILABILITY
The Maybenot Framework and Simulator are available at https:
//crates.io/crates/maybenot and https://crates.io/crates/maybenot-
simulator. They are both dual-licensed under either the MIT or
Apache 2.0 licenses.

Our implementations of FRONT and RegulaTor are available
on GitHub under the BSD-3-Clause license at https://github.com/
ewitwer/maybenot-defenses.
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of network traces to simulate the defenses.
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A PIPELINED FRONT
Pipelining is a technique to unify multiple machines: rather than
probabilistically selecting from a pool of machines upon connec-
tion establishment, a single machine incorporates multiple pipelines.
From the initial state, any action has a determined probability of
causing a transition to each of the configured pipelines, which op-
erate independently. Because the framework distinguishes between
machine definition and runtime, large machines can efficiently be
shared between instances of the framework. One downside with
pipelining is that different machine-specific padding and blocking
limits of unified machines cannot be expressed.

Figure 17 depicts a Pipelined FRONT machine, whose design is
described in Section 6. The NonPaddingSent and NonPaddingRecv
events both have an equal probability of resulting in transition
to a number of PADDING states, each of which leads to a different
sequence of states that will be followed for the remainder of the
download. This allows for parameter variation (in this case, of the
padding budget) which cannot be encoded within individual states
to still be represented with one machine.

We emphasize that pipelining is not an inherent feature of the
framework; it is merely a possible use case that illustrates some
of Maybenot’s capabilities. For certain defenses, other represen-
tations to account for dynamic parameter selection may be more
efficient. Specifically, it may be useful to have convergence/diver-
gence behavior with overlapping states between pipelines, among
other possible behaviors. We encourage defenders to consider all
of Maybenot’s features when designing hand-crafted machines.
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Figure 17: Pipelined FRONT machine with two pipelines, three PADDING states each.
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